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Not what I expected I purchased this publication for my 6 yr old son as a way for him to relate
with his ADHD as I did along with his asthma publication. My boy is definitely hyperactive &
impulsive. This book might be right for some children, but I don't believe it's right for ours. My
review is normally for the publication but I also desire to offer tips from our successes that
may help a struggling mother or father.. It's a long review but maybe it will help somebody out
there in some way.What I liked about this book:*The first half explained what many ADHD kids
experience. Our son linked to it.*Addressed how organization are a good idea. Although you
didn't acquire 15 to really get your reward you are on your way to earning (complete blank
with whatever child is working to earn).*Makes mention about organizations for parents of kids
with ADHD thru CHADD. It is a great understanding book. In the reserve he discovers bowling.
(Some kids enjoy faster paced activities/sports like soccer, football, hockey, tae kwon
perform/karate, etc. increase my son's self-confidence when providing materials for my boy
to read that works with this. I was informed that after kids get better at their "HUG" program
difficulties, they go to address other problems thru the incentive incentive program, only
focusing on only two challenges at a time so they don't really overwhelm the kid.)*Introduces
an initial positive reinforcement program that provides a sticker reward program. .. Photos are
drawn well, however in B/W, so it really won't keep his attention.We didn't care as very much
for the books suggested format, as it takes the kid 6 weeks to earn reward. << He'd receive a
sticker at end of each day for earning goal. Within my son's first school they placed him within
their "HUG" plan where our son earned smiles/frowns during the day for behavior. This book is
Amazing! take everything apart" for undesired behaviors "or medicate your child because it
assists" viewpoint.. his preliminary goal was to earn 3 of 8.In real life we want our child to "buy
into the program" much quicker and therefore, make it easier for them to earn their reward for
good behavior in a shorter period of time. At end of week he could choose a still small but
bigger prize (erasers, colored ink changing pen, etc) if he earned his goal all week. perfect
book was very excellently written my boy was that's like me personally and I possibly could
relate to how I feel, it generally does not reinforce the behavior it points it out and gives a
remedy which really worked with my son. He constantly made his objective from day one,
with the exception of 1 day.. bowling occasionally lose hyperactive kid's interest fast. keep it at
a particular size that can be quickly read. Our child earned army men as currency for brushing
his teeth, being ready by way of a certain time for college, being asked only once to
accomplish something(usually just in areas where he struggles with transitioning), performing
good deeds just because (given randomly), showing manners (given randomly), etc. He then is
allowed to trade in his army men (only on great behavior days) for an item from his prize bag.
The bag includes items he wants to receive, some he's picked out, such as puzzles, books,
hotwheel vehicles, crafts, "homemade coupon codes" for redbox rental, ice cream cone, etc. It
wasted precious time and got a bit longer to obtain a plan set up that was effective for our
boy. Many children can help pick out items they want to function towards earning in the home.
We are currently offering him a secondary weekly prize to earn and a larger regular prize that
he chosen to earn for good (desired) behavior.. His second college provided no help & Some
people & After two months of daily unwanted behavior, after we re-introduced the different
incentives for desired behavior AND the instructor began being more positive & praising him
for the wanted behavior more (required sending a letter to the main & superintendent
suggested by advocate requesting IEP-Individual education plan, FBP-useful behavior plan,
education evaluation, and positive reinforcement plan be put set up) that he offers since had a
few weeks both in the home & We attempted it against our better judgement while enrolled



at his second college whenever we felt backed right into a corner, being unsure of our rights,
and being told our son would be expelled and sent to an alternate school (while in
kindergarten). Rather, I'd recommend stating, "Wow buddy, you got 5 stickers today. I've
discovered since after talking to several advocates (recommended by our psychologist, and
learning advocates are available to help parents/colleges in every state regarding unique
education providers) that my son's college was not following procedures. My daughter loved
to have me browse her this reserve when she .What I didn't like:*The use of the phrase "stupid"
in a number of sentences in this book.*Addresses how many children live with ADHD so that
the child doesn't feel different. My 7 year old can relate with the . Tomorrow's another day,
maybe you might have an even better day and earn even more stickers. I also always tell my
child how proud I am of him and present him hugs, even more etc difficult days.*I usually do
not favor medication as the initial response to ADHD. college of fabulous (wanted) behavior.
We consider it a bad phrase inside our home because it's not a polite phrase to use so it
bothered me seeing it used many times and I found myself modifying the sentences as I read
them to him. While attempting medicine, we ran into difficulty with scary side effects for our
son. We decided it might be greatest for our son if we discovered alternate means to help
him, just attempting medication as a last option, not first. Given our experience with
medication, I did not care for the parts that talked about medications even though I am aware
it can be helpful for some kids.*The comments where in fact the mom says "You drive me
CRAZY!. Three Stars Good book but I purchased it used so that it was falling apart.!!" I didn't
just like the way that thought process could influence a child's self-confidence, to believe that
way. Probably I'm being too serious about this publication, but I'm reviewing it predicated on
our family's personal experiences & My 7 year old can relate with the boy in the publication
and she really liked reading it. I favor to offer more positive support that helps promote &
Slower paced sports activities like baseball &Each child is different so it is about brainstorming
& finding what realy works for your kid, whether they have ADHD or not. There is such a
stereotype relating to ADHD and several parents I in the beginning spoke with about our
positive reinforcement strategy who were not really parents of ADHD children exceeded
judgement and criticism on my kid and me for undesired behaviors and my parenting, feeling I
wasn't carrying out "my job". Some individuals just don't "get it" that ADHD isn't something
made up, children are not purposefully acting out because they actually do want to
understand and follow path, their body just doesn't permit them to. Five Stars Helpful Four
Stars Entertaining for the kids and teaches a fun lesson while reading . adults with ADHD "are
programmed in a different way inside" and shouldn't be punished for just how their human
brain is wired. So needed for my son Wonderful book for our family. feet to self, (2) quiet
mouth area during instruction.. Key to this is to offer items kid wants to gain. was threatening
expulsion. parents of non ADHD kids feel it's a poor thing to offer incentives for wanted/good
behavior. I really believe it's no unique of giving an allowance to kids for carrying out their
chores. And when you are able to find success without having to medicate your child,
wouldn't it be worthwhile?I didn't favor the way this reserve was written, especially in it's
second fifty percent. It's not a good fit for our family. I feel for all of us it's a 2 celebrity, but
because this book does offer some good points, I rated it a 3 celebrity. I would recommend
examining it out at the library initial before investing your cash in this book. Don't be scared of
stepping outside of the box and trying different parenting methods and finding books that'll
be useful to you, rather than falling into the "punish your son or daughter & My little guy was
diagnosed with ADHD. He frequently thinks he's a poor kid and that he's not sensible and that I



am as well frustrated with him sometimes. This book does an excellent job explaining the
dynamics in a way that my 8 year previous son could relate to. It was ideal for the adults
to.*Addressing that it's helpful to discover an activity/sport the kid enjoys/is good at. I
recommend it to all family members that have to deal with ADHD on some level. Something
I've looked for for a while! I really feel just like my son is down on himself for things that are
sometimes out of his control. This reserve is helping me help him know very well what he is
going right through and that he's still a great kid! On top of that, his ADHD father found the
book on the table and picked it up. After looking at it for a bit, he said very emphatically, "I am
scanning this with my son". I think that developing up undiagnosed was extremely tough. Right
now both my husband and boy can feel better about themselves! Great publication! perfect
book was very excellently written my son was that's . He previously 8 chances to earn smiles
&. Following a few weeks of meeting his 1st objective, they increased goal to 5 of 8. I do like
the materials and will just hold on to it for 2-3 years. People unfamiliar with ADHD don't realize
that kids &. I don't know what to do with you sometimes! In the home we began something
such as this as well. The E-Book doesn't enable many changes of the way you view the book
or keep it at a particular size which can be easily read. He was to work on (1) hands & I'm proud
of you, I understand you worked really hard for all those 5 stickers today. We made a decision
to do this in conjunction to the rest because his behavior proceeded to go from awesome for 4
months, to outrageous unwanted almost immediately. In our experience, those choices didn't
help and remaining us all even more frustrated. This book is Amazing! successes with positive
reinforcement of needed behavior through calm terms, reactions, expressions, while
demonstrating continuous love and hugs rather than frustrations, unkind phrases, etc." and the
child's comment "THE TREND IS TO JUST PUT Me personally IN THE TRASH May AND
THROW GARBAGE About Me personally?*The somewhat negative approach with the way
unwanted behavior had been approached, with sentences that read "I know you can try
harder" or "can't you try harder" following the child only earned 5 of 15 stickers, rather than
complimenting the kid on earning 5 stickers and making the kid feel confident and boost their
self esteem that makes them work harder to earn much more stickers.. Had he stayed at that
school his goal eventually would have been 8 of 8. My daughter adored to have me read her
this reserve when she was trying to comprehend what it designed to have Put. It helped her to
understand that having Interest Deficit "Difference", as we call it, simply makes her unique and
I really like her for it Will Shelf it for two Years. My 6 yr old nephew isn't quite set for this book..
Great for kids Even though my baby is 4, this helped him know very well what is going on with
him, and what we have been doing to help him (he only has symptoms no medication is being
used).
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